MIMOS Bhd. Selects Manufacturing Intelligence Software From Vistrian for Its Wafer Fab Operation

MILPITAS, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Vistrian has recently been selected by MIMOS Bhd. to provide VistrianMES software system for implementation at MIMOS’ Wafer Fab facility in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

MIMOS Bhd., Malaysia’s leading research, development and commercialization center of excellence has focused its activities in nine core areas of high technology. Its Wafer Fab operation utilizes VistrianMES for managing, monitoring, alerting and collection of data along with the tracking and control of its manufacturing processes.

Vistrian’s product elements work together seamlessly to provide cohesive, multi-screen views, of the entire production process. Virtually all of the information required by the customer in their process can be accessed with just a few clicks, in real-time from any networked monitor or secure web browser.

Ronald Allen, Vistrian CEO states, “We are very happy to have MIMOS Wafer Fab as a customer and to be a part of their daily operation. It is gratifying to see our customers deriving benefits from use of our technologies and address the needs of their markets. We look forward to working with MIMOS to provide a fully integrated Wafer Fab management tool kit for all aspects of their fab operations.”

About Vistrian (www.vistrian.com)
Vistrian provides server-based "Manufacturing Intelligence" products that extract and process data from production tools, operator interfaces, databases and legacy systems. Gain visibility for better decision-making using the customized dashboards, which provides real-time access to key equipment performance metrics. Customers obtain improvements in process management, process development speed, yield and utilization by use of our technology. Our systems are scalable and can grow along with your organization and operations. Its implementation is both faster and less expensive than traditional data collection type applications. As a browser based data visibility solution, FactoryLOOK and VistrianMES significantly reduce your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Companies in their manufacturing operations throughout the world have installed Vistrian products.

About MIMOS (http://www.mimos.my)
MIMOS Wafer Fab is the pioneer semiconductor wafer fabrication plant and foremost microelectronic products and services provider in Malaysia. The two state-of-the-art wafer fabrication plants offer wafer fabrication services, Failure Analysis, Multi Project Wafer (MPW) Program, Wafer Testing, Wafer Fabrication Training, and Full Turnkey Support. MIMOS Wafer Fab serves international and local foundry customers in Taiwan, Korea, Singapore and the United States for 0.35 micrometer and above technologies MEMS processes and customized processes and assist universities in developing integrated circuits highly sophisticated electronic logic and control devices.
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